**Business Impact**

**with Mine OS**

**Using Mine OS enabled GlassesUSA.com to**

more efficient with DSR handling

**The need**

1. The sales primary function is a business-to-COMD handling involving housing the IT team.
2. Strong visibility on the solution can adapt to regulatory changes.
3. Quick set up in compliance with the fast timeline we are watching personal data as committed.

**The challenge**

Development involves data collection and storage. The solution must be cost-effective and personal information is protected. Mine OS, enabled by GlassesUSA.com, provides the solution for customers.

The software may vary along with DSR requirements and are written in languages. In addition, it is important to do the full user role and handling.

**The search for the right solution**

How do we know Mine OS will suit our needs? The solution for the company was seen as an exciting startup.

**Favorite Thing about Mine**

"I really appreciate how responsive everyone has been during the entire process. Not just when we were buying, but in the time we have been with, the Mine team always answers, often walk us through new features, and goes genuinely invested in our privacy program."

“"As someone with a product design background, the Mine UI really works. It’s simple and doesn’t overwhelm you, which isn’t something I saw when looking at other options. And the team, Gal, Rax, Shanya, and everyone were so easy to work with, so genuine and nice. It didn’t feel like they were just trying to get our business and be done with it.”"